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Dear Editorial Production Team,

RE: MS: 5821322344488407. Changes required: Due 9 December 2010

Please find attached our revised manuscript submitted with minor changes documented below.

Your email on 3 December 2010 required two changes:

1. **Author list:** Please assign an affiliation number/address to the Vaccine Assessment Using Linked Data (VALiD) Working Group. Please also add this group to the submissions system providing an email address.

An affiliation number/address and email address has been added.

2. **Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance.**

All web-links for the references have been checked and some required updating. Some further minor revisions were made in the text, tables and figure.

We look forward to seeing the manuscript published.

Yours sincerely
Jesia Berry,
Corresponding Author
Email: jesia.berry@adelaide.edu.au